Review of the Current State of Application of Wood Defect Recognition Technology
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Wood utilisation is an important factor affecting production costs, but the combined utilisation rate of wood is generally only 50 to 70%. During the production process, the rejection scheme of wood defects is one of the most important factors affecting the wood yield. This paper provides an overview of the main wood defects affecting wood quality, introduces techniques for detecting and identifying wood defects using different technologies, highlights the more widely used image recognition-based wood surface defect identification methods, and presents three advanced wood defect detection and identification equipment. In view of the relatively fixed wood defect recognition requirements in wood processing production, it is proposed that wood defect recognition technology should be further developed toward deep learning to improve the accuracy and efficiency of wood defect recognition.
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INTRODUCTION

Since The Paris Agreement was signed at the United Nations in New York in 2016, countries around the world have been working towards resource conservation, energy saving, and carbon reduction. Protecting forest resources and improving wood utilisation are becoming increasingly important in practical wood production. In wood processing and production, only 50 to 70% of the logs are utilised after the defects, bark, and branches have been removed (Zhuang 2010). As one of the main factors affecting the quality of wood products, the waste of resources caused by missed and misdirected inspections should not be underestimated. At the same time, timber defects can even cause safety hazards. An example from timber frame construction is the case where missed timber defects can lead to instability in the building, which is especially important in the conservation of ancient buildings (Xu et al. 2021; Tan et al. 2022). In the timber industry, a large proportion of companies use manual observation methods to identify timber defects. The manual observation method is highly subjective, with an accuracy of only around 70% (Kryl et al. 2020). Traditional manual timber defect detection is inefficient, limiting, and costly in terms of manpower (Fan et al. 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to make reasonable use of various wood defect recognition technologies. A number of valuable studies have been carried out by scholars on the detection of defects for in-situ assessment of structural timber, mainly consisting of non-destructive and semi-destructive techniques (Kasal and Tannert 2011; Nowak et al. 2016). The practical value of these defect detection techniques has been demonstrated in the assessment of the structural health of urban and forest...
standing trees (Feng et al. 2014; Kasal 2014; Papandrea et al. 2022). In recent studies, some academics have compared the efficiency of automated wood defect detection techniques with manual inspection, verifying the improvements in efficiency of automated detection techniques (Nguyen et al. 2020, 2021). These research results have contributed to the development of automated defect detection technology for use in wood processing lines. Designing and manufacturing wood defect recognition systems with lower costs and a wider audience is also very significant, so that new wood defect recognition technologies can be more widely used, to improve wood defect recognition efficiency, reduce wood waste, lower enterprise costs, and conserve forest resources. This paper intends to summarize the advantages and limitations of various wood defect recognition technologies and analyze the advantages of advanced Nordic wood defect recognition equipment, in order to provide reference for improving the accuracy, stability, and rapidity of wood defect recognition equipment.

**MAIN TIMBER DEFECTS**

Wood defects can be divided into three categories in terms of their causes: growth defects due to physiological reasons, pest damage defects due to pathological reasons, and processing defects due to human factors (Sang 2013). In the application of timber defect recognition, specific timber defects are identified and rejected depending on the application of the timber. For example, in the case of timber used for load-bearing structures, knots and splits that affect the strength of the timber are identified and removed. In the case of decorative timber, discolouration, decay, etc., which affect the appearance of the timber, are identified and removed.

**Growth Defects**

The main growth defects in timber are knots, cracks, slashes, burrs, resin capsules, etc. Most of these defects are due to the normal growth of the tree. However, from the perspective of wood panel utilisation, these are wood defects. Of these, knots are divided into live knots, as shown in Fig. 1a, and dead knots, as shown in Fig. 1b.

![Fig. 1. Major wood defects](image_url)

Growth defects destroy the uniformity and integrity of the timber structure, affecting not only the aesthetic and processing properties of the surface, but also, more importantly, reducing some of the strength of the timber and making it less effective for use. The extent to which growth defects affect the utilisation of the wood depends on the
material, location, size, and density of the growth defects and the use of the wood (Jiang and Liu 2008). In addition, growth defects in wood can lead to a significant reduction in the life expectancy of woodworking tools during the woodworking process (Longuetaud et al. 2012).

**Pest Damage and Disease Defects**

The main pest damage and disease defects in wood are discolouration, decay, and insect infestation. The main types of discolouration are chemical discolouration and fungal discolouration. Chemical discolouration is an abnormal reddish-brown, brown, or orange-yellow discolouration caused by chemical and biochemical processes, which is generally more uniform (Yang et al. 2004). Chemical discolouration generally has no effect on the physical and mechanical properties of the wood, but in severe cases it can damage the appearance of the decorative timber. Fungal discolouration generally does not affect the physical and mechanical properties of the wood, but it slightly reduces the impact strength of the wood. Water absorption increases slightly and damages the appearance.

Decay in wood is mainly caused by the invasion of wood-rotting fungi, which gradually causes damage to the cell walls, with consequent changes in physical and mechanical properties. Eventually the wood becomes soft and brittle. Decay seriously affects the physical and mechanical properties of wood. For example, wood loses weight, absorbs a lot of water, and loses strength. Especially, the wood loses hardness. Brown rot usually has the most significant effect on strength; in the later stages of brown rot, strength is essentially close to zero, while white rot can sometimes leave some residual integrity of the wood (Wang et al. 1994). Decayed timber generally loses its strength completely, and its use value is lost.

Defects caused by various pests are known as wood pest damage, which is mainly manifested in the form of holes and grooves in wood cuts, as shown in Fig. 1c. Pest damage that involves eaten round timber to a radial depth of less than 10 mm is known as surface holes and grooves. Holes with a minimum diameter of less than 3 mm are known as small holes, and holes with a minimum diameter of 3 mm or more are known as large holes. Surface pest holes and grooves can often be removed with the veneer and therefore have little effect on the use of the timber. Scattered small pest holes have little effect, too. However, large holes with a depth of 10 mm or more and deep, dense small holes can damage the integrity of the timber and reduce its mechanical properties. Moreover, pest holes and grooves are an important channel for sapwood discolouration and decay.

**Processing Defects**

Processing defects are defects that occur during the processing of timber as a result of sawing, drying, and other man-made operations, including blunt edges, sharp edges, wavy saw marks, ripples, burrs, and saw kerf deflections.

**WOOD DEFECT RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES**

In traditional timber production, defects in timber are mainly removed by manual detection. The traditional manual defect rejection method is inefficient. On the one hand it is prone to leakage and mis-detection due to visual fatigue, and on the other hand the manually calibrated defect rejection scheme often does not maximise the use of wood (Lai et al. 2021). At the same time, wood processing is more conservative compared to other
industries, so it is necessary to develop technology to work with intelligent algorithms for wood defect identification and rejection (Gergel' et al. 2020). This has also become a new hot topic in the wood processing industry (de Geus et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2018).

Methods for Detecting Internal Defects in Wood

Vibration-based detection of internal defects

The vibration detection method is mainly used for the detection of internal defects in wood. The general approach is to give the wood a vibration excitation (discrete or continuous) e.g. by striking the wood with a stress hammer and using data acquisition equipment to capture the wood vibration signal, thus obtaining the response signal of the wood specimen to be tested. As the internal structure of the wood affects the vibration spectrum, the frequency response of the wood obtained is not dependent on the force of the strike. Therefore, the frequency can be used to determine whether the wood is defective and the condition of the wood defects.

The difficulty with the vibration method for detecting wood defects is that the wood response spectrum is limited in the information it can provide, which can lead to poor accuracy when identifying wood defects (Deflorio et al. 2008). By using the transfer matrix method, the relationship between the location of the defect and the position of the vibration node can be derived from the magnitude of the frequency shift (Sobue et al. 2010). However, most studies on the identification of wood defects by vibration spectrum analysis have been unable to obtain the exact location of wood defects. The extent of wood defects can be determined by analysing the vibration pattern of a single known wood defect (Peterson et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2014). Liao et al. (2017) examined the internal defects of Larix gmelinii by means of a stress hammer and analyze the effect of the striking site of the stress hammer on defect identification. Liu et al. (2020) used the active sensing method of stress waves by mounting piezoelectric sensors on the surface of wood, using one piezoelectric sensor as a signal transmitter and another piezoelectric sensor as a signal receiver to monitor structural damage based on the attenuation of stress waves and converting them into damage indicators using the wavelet packet energy method.

Ultrasound-based internal defect detection method

Ultrasound detection of wood defects is achieved by ultrasound imaging, which, due to the higher excitation frequency, allows for higher resolution and thus more precise location of wood defects (Espinosa et al. 2020). The basic idea is to identify wood defects by exploiting the fact that the speed of ultrasound propagation decreases when it encounters a wood defect during propagation. In earlier studies, wood defects such as knots were found to cause deviations in the surrounding fibres, affecting the propagation velocity of the sound waves (Puccini et al. 2002).

However, unlike metals, the individual anisotropies of wood allow the propagation velocity of ultrasound to vary due to the natural variation in wood texture. A difficulty in ultrasonic detection of wood defects lies in distinguishing between natural velocity variations and velocity variations caused by defects (Bucur 2003; Palma et al. 2018). On the other hand, the traditional use of oil or water as a coupling agent cannot be applied to wood due to its porous structure (Fang et al. 2017). Ultrasonic detection of wood defects needs to be implemented by air-coupled ultrasound techniques. By detecting changes in wood density through air-coupled ultrasonics, knots, holes, grooves, etc., can be detected and located (Hsu et al. 2010). With the improvement of ultrasonic testing instruments, the air-ultrasonic coupling technique is increasingly being used in the practical application of
wood defect detection. Zhang et al. (2016) used a Sylvatest-Duo ultrasonic detector to test healthy fir wood and fir wood containing different hole defect sizes. They obtained the quantitative relationship between ultrasonic propagation velocity and different hole diameters. Mori et al. (2016) measured and compared the bending strength of rods made of Japanese cypress and Japanese cedar using the ACU technique. Wang et al. (2021) used the Python language to write an upper computer software that can automate non-contact ultrasonic detection of wood defects. Besides, the use of some new material sensors can improve the signal-to-noise ratio and thus make the ACU technique detecting defects more accurately (Vössing et al. 2020). However, ultrasonic methods for detecting wood defects have limitations (Vössing and Niederleithinger 2018). Currently ultrasonic methods cannot detect wood discolouration defects, etc.

X-ray based method for detecting internal defects
X-ray detection of wood defects is based on the principle that when the rays pass through the wood being inspected, the normal wood part and the defective wood part absorb and attenuate the X-rays differently, thus enabling the detection of wood defects. Zhang (2017a) designed a fuzzy genetic and ant colony fusion algorithm when processing wood X-ray images, overcoming the limitations of standard genetic algorithms that are slow in later iterations. As the application of CT scanning technology expands from the medical field to other fields, it is considered a reliable solution when performing more accurate localization of wood defects (Beaulieu and Dutilleul 2019). The capability of CT scanning technology to detect defects has been proven in the inspection of historic wooden buildings and in the inspection of wooden furniture (Hansson et al. 2015; Wedvik et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2020).

When applying CT techniques to identify wood defects, the choice of filter function directly affects the final defect recognition accuracy. In previous studies, some scholars have analysed and evaluated the effect of reconstructed images with various filters such as R-L, S-L, Cosine, and Hamming, and they concluded that the improved Butterworth filter could reveal finer defect features (Qi et al. 2018, Luo et al. 2018). Chen et al. (2018) designed a convolutional neural network-based defect recognition algorithm for CT images inside wood, which overcame the problems of tedious image preprocessing, complex training methods, too many training parameters, and excessive time consumption of traditional recognition methods (Chen et al. 2018).

One difficulty in the popularization of CT technology in the field of wood defect recognition is its high cost. Chlewicki et al. (2011) designed a low-cost alternative system, but there is still room for improving its accuracy. In addition, the radiation damage caused to the operator by this method limits its application.

Methods for Detecting Surface Defects in Wood
From the point of view of market effects, the quality of the wood surface is visually presented to the user and can directly influence the customer’s purchase intention (Manuel et al. 2015). Discolouration and small defects on the surface of wood cannot be identified by the internal defect detection methods described above. Fine features of the wood surface can be obtained by image recognition and laser triangulation for defect identification.

Surface defect detection based on image recognition
The identification of surface defects in wood by means of image recognition requires only computer analysis of the captured wood surface image (usually by means of
a CCD camera) and does not require the introduction of additional equipment, thus offering lower costs. On the other hand, the detection process of the image recognition method is more conducive to the intervention of general operators, and the method is most widely used in practical wood production. The accuracy of image recognition for detecting surface defects in wood depends mainly on the design of the image analysis algorithm, and digital image processing is currently used for image recognition of wood defects (Xie 2013). Firstly, the image is pre-processed using grey scale transformation, histogram equalisation, spatial domain or frequency domain filtering, etc. Then, the wood defect images are subjected to defect feature extraction. Finally, a machine learning algorithm is used to classify the images.

Among them, the defect feature extraction and the decision of feature information directly affect the final recognition effect. The features of the wood surface, mainly including the grey scale co-occurrence matrix, the colour matrix, and the colour histogram, will be colour features, geometric features, and texture features. As the wood surface is more complex, the features extracted from it are often more numerous and can increase the complexity of the decision algorithm to a certain extent. Therefore, it is necessary to fuse the extracted features, and principal component analysis (PCA) is considered a reliable method for fusing wood surface features (Zhang et al. 2015). Zhang (2017b) extracted image features of dead and live knots on wood surface by wavelet transform and LBP algorithm. Li et al. (2021) applied the OTSU algorithm combined with mathematical morphology to extract the features of insect eye, live knot, and dead knot defect contours on wood surface, and extract the edge contours of wood surface defects by Sobel operator. In addition, Li et al. (2019) improved the accuracy of wood surface defect classification by first establishing a histogram of associated wood surface image elements and then performing feature extraction.

The most commonly used methods for decision making in wood surface image features are different neural networks such as convolution neural network (CNN) because of their non-linear discriminant function property that can obtain higher decision efficiency (Packianather and Drake 2005). Luo (2019) compared the effectiveness of BP neural network model, SVM support vector machine classification model, and CNN convolutional neural network model for wood defect classification, and the CNN convolutional neural network model and SVM support. The CNN convolutional neural network model and the SVM support vector machine model were considered more suitable for wood defect detection and classification than the BP neural network model, and they had higher classification accuracy for wood defect detection and classification (Luo 2019).

Deep learning is a branch of neural networks, and its superiority lies in the greater amount of data learned and the times it is learned. Typically, this means that deep learning will have more hidden layers. However, it is not the case that more hidden layers mean better learning results. Designing the right number of hidden layers for a specific issue is one of the keys to a successful deep learning design. A comparison of the structure of deep learning and ordinary neural networks is shown in Fig. 2.

With the development of deep learning, more and more scholars tend to adopt deep learning algorithms to classify defects in wood surface images. Frameworks, based on different kinds of CNN models, have been derived to be applied to wood surface defect recognition (Wang et al. 2021). Urbonas et al. (2019) used R-CNN for wood surface defect recognition with an accuracy of 96.1%. Shi et al. (2020) combined the neural architecture search (NAS) technique with the mask R-CNN technique to improve the speed and accuracy of detecting surface defects in wood veneer. Fan (2020) analysed R-CNN, Fast
R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, and other models for wood defect recognition in solid wood panels and developed a human-computer interactive solid wood panel defect detection system. The image information tables of this system have been established by SQL Server software tools (Fan 2020).

![Diagram showing differences between deep learning and ordinary neural networks]

**Fig. 2.** Different amounts of data between deep learning and ordinary neural networks

**Laser triangulation-based surface defect detection method**

Laser triangulation is based on the principle that the reflection of the wood from the laser source is received by a laser detector and the accepted emission data is processed using computer software. Each laser emission line contains fine data about the surface of the wood and can have a resolution of 0.01 mm (Siekański et al. 2019). When detecting the splits and the holes on the wood surface, laser triangulation can be more economical and accurate compared to image recognition because it taps into the three-dimensional shape features of both defects, thus eliminating the need to increase the image acquisition resolution of the CCD camera to achieve defect identification (Hu et al. 2003).

Sandak et al. (2020) compared the effectiveness of three laser sensors with different parameters for wood surface monitoring and arrived at a class of laser sensors suitable for different production requirements. To enhance the application of wood surface laser scanning technology in practical wood processing production, Wang et al. (2016) designed a device that could achieve laser scanning of wood flow lines. Peng et al. (2016) used a portable handheld laser scanner to scan the wood surface and achieved the first simultaneous identification of wood surface defects and wood species, and the accuracy rate could reach around 95% (Peng et al. 2016).
RESEARCH ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF WOOD DEFECT RECOGNITION EQUIPMENT

The commercialization of wood defect recognition equipment started many years ago, and early studies have compared commercial wood defect recognition equipment that was then available. Through the test of experiments, the equipment back then could not provide accurate and reliable recognition of wood defects in complex production environments due to reasons such as sensor and algorithm advancement (Buehlmann et al. 2007). However, with the development of sensor technology and artificial intelligence technology, today’s marketed wood defect recognition equipment is different from the past. These advanced scanners use a multi-sensor system, with targeted algorithms for different types of wood defects, and they work with front-end production demand solutions to achieve increased productivity, automation, and intelligent production (Gergeľ et al. 2019). However, for most small and medium-sized wood processing companies, the high price of these devices prevents them from purchasing them (Pan et al. 2021). At the same time, even in large wood processing companies in developing countries, the maintenance of their equipment is inconvenient.

The Dilemma of Wood Defect Identification Equipment

The wood processing industry has a long history and a large processing capacity. However, due to its low threshold, the overall quality of the wood processing industry in developing countries is not high, the scale of enterprises is small, and the quality and efficiency is poor (Zhao 2003). Most low-scale wood processing enterprises are not able to purchase expensive wood defect identification equipment. In China, for example, as the world's largest producer and consumer of wood-based panels and the second largest consumer of wood, the country's wood processing industry is still in a situation of few branded products, high consumption, rough processing, and little independent innovation (Xie 2013). Most wood processing plants use manual scribing in conjunction with preferential sawing for defect rejection. The relatively limited market for equipment purchases has caused a relative lag in the development of wood defect identification equipment in developing countries such as China. The agglomeration of regional industries has accelerated the merger and integration of large-scale and high-level wood processing enterprises with low-scale enterprises. This increases the demand for wood defect recognition equipment. Some universities and research institutes have started to independently develop wood defect recognition equipment that can adapt to actual processing scenarios.

Research on wood defect recognition equipment in developing countries started late and had a poor foundation. On the contrary, the technology of wood defect recognition equipment in Nordic countries is more advanced, due to the high degree of automation of the wood processing industry. Among them, some large brands of wood defect scanners present stable and efficient results in addition to the accuracy and speed of detecting wood defects. Their ability to accumulate production information, reduce size for mobility, and adapt to multiple scenarios enables these products to gain a broader market.

Mature Timber Defect Recognition Systems

Due to the high requirements for surface wood defect recognition in actual wood processing production, the advanced Nordic wood defect recognition equipment generally
uses multi-angle defect detection based on laser triangulation. The advantage of this architecture (Fig. 3) is that it enables high-speed detection of wood defects in conjunction with production lines. At the same time, these advanced wood defect recognition machines use other monitoring methods to achieve a wider range of applications and more accurate results.

![Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of multi-faceted detection architecture](image)

WoodEye AB (Sweden) has designed a system for the automatic identification of defects on wood surfaces using laser detection in combination with image recognition. After identifying the defects in the wood, the system uses an artificial intelligence algorithm to classify the defects according to the type and size of the detected defects and to develop the most cost-efficient defect removal solution. This is shown in Fig. 4. The system is equipped with a laser sensor targeted primarily at identifying defects on the surface of the wood such as black knots, stains, and blind knots due to changes in the arrangement of the wood fibres. A high-resolution CCD camera works with the image recognition algorithm to calculate the location, shape, and extent of the defects. The significant advantage of this wood defect recognition system in real wood processing production is that it is able to use deep learning algorithms over a long period of time to accumulate and statistically correlate production data with entities such as suppliers, customers, work shifts, and products in operation. This ability to statistically analyse job information is attractive to large wood processing companies because it facilitates the computerisation of wood processing production.

![Fig. 4. Sawing scheme based on defect location](image)

WEINIG (Germany) has also designed a wood defect recognition system using laser detection in conjunction with image detection. As the laser detection has a stronger three-dimensional feature mining capability and the image detection has a stronger two-dimensional feature mining capability, these two methods can be used together to improve the stability and accuracy of defect detection. The system is designed for the processing environment. In such systems, wood dust can be dispersed during the wood processing
process and the device is protected by separate sealed air chambers for each angle of the sensor to obtain more stable defect identification results. In addition, the system's real-time status monitoring software makes it easy for the operator to follow the real-time status of the wood defect identification and to intervene manually if necessary, with the status monitoring interface shown in Fig. 5. The small size and mass of the system compared to the previous system makes it easy to move around, allowing it to be used in a variety of factory environments, even in small workshops.

In addition to the two above-mentioned systems for the identification of wood defects mainly on the surface, Microtec CT (Italy) has enhanced the use of X-ray inspection to more accurately identify internal defects in wood. This is because the system can be used not only for the identification of surface defects in boards, but also for quality grading of lumber. In practice, the system achieves an accuracy of 92.22% for hardwood lumber grading, which far exceeds the industry standard of 80% (NHLA 2015; Gazo et al. 2018).

CONCLUSION

Wood defect identification can be achieved by a variety of techniques, but single techniques generally have drawbacks. For example, vibration-based detection methods have difficulty in accurately locating defects, and ultrasonic-based detection results can be influenced by the medium. Therefore, the advanced wood defect detection equipment described above incorporates a variety of defect detection techniques to improve the stability and accuracy of the final detection. Companies from regions where wood defect detection technology is more widespread and advanced have already designed systems for the identification of wood defects that are excellent and can be used in actual processing production. However, for wood processing companies from regions with relatively poor wood defect detection technology, high research, development, and maintenance costs limit the spread and application of these techniques. Much research has been done by academics in these regions to develop wood defect recognition systems, but most of it is still in the experimental stage. The future direction of the development of wood defect recognition systems is clear. On the one hand, it relies on the innovation of artificial intelligence algorithms and the progress of sensor technology to improve the efficiency of defect recognition and reduce the price of equipment. On the other hand, it combines the
information of defect recognition decisions with the sales strategy of the wood enterprise, the source of raw materials, and other information to improve the information technology of the wood processing industry.
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